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FEEDBACK - RESULTS
FROM LEAP FEDERATION STAFF re: 
CPD TWILIGHT SESSION, DELIVERED BY ART HOPPERS

On Tuesday 3rd March 2020, at Gayhurst Primary School
In response to yr's 5&6 art exhibition #TAG.10 - 'Guilds of Benin'

KEY FINDINGS:

• 54 members of staff were in attendance.
• 34 completed feedback forms were collected.

Personal / emotional indicators:
• We received 100% positive feedback on the personal / emotional indicators to the activity.

Participants enjoyed the hands-on nature of the session, the opportunity to experiment with
materials, try out a new technique, have the opportunity to share ideas with colleagues and 
discuss creative approaches to the curriculum. 

• 20% acknowledged how inspiring it was to see the children's exhibition 'Guilds of Benin' or 
visual examples of artistic outcomes created by children. 

• 58% responded to the question what has been surprising? Of those, all expressed positive 
feedback over how easy the activity was to learn, to incorporate into their teaching and how 
enjoyable it was to do.

Methodology:
• 43% responded to the question In what way did the activity develop meaning in the art making

process? Of those, feedback pointed toward how art brings topics to life, offers new
perspectives on understanding topic content. It was noted that art makes the curriculum 
more accessible across age groups by opening up a personal route to engaging with the 
subject matter.
 

• 26% used the term 'visual journey' or 'personal creation' to describe the value of the link 
made between art and topic.

Quality of the delivery:
• 73% commented on ART HOPPER's delivery of the CPD session (others were left blank). Of 

that 73%, indicators showed that delivery was well organised and of a high standard. 
Comments noted the quality of the resources and the fact that there were clear steps of what
to do. The friendly and supportive nature of the Art Hoppers team was acknowledged.

• 33% rated the activity as Excellent. Terms included: very impressive, wonderful, fantastic, 
really amazing, top notch!



RESPONCE DATA:

In response to the following questions, data collected shows the total expression of interest in a
number of creative approaches to developing artistic ideas / skills in the classroom. The majority of 
staff would like to engage in the process of learning art, craft and design techniques. Clay was the 
strongest expression of interest re: art materials.

What creative approaches would you appreciate being offered in a future CPD INSET?

Facilitating exhibitions concept and design 14

Approaches to making community art pieces 13

Researching Heritage objects 13

Learning from Art history 16

Partnerships with galleries, museums and Cultural Heritage organisations 14

Art, craft and design techniques 25

What materials would you like to explore and gain expertise in?

3D WORK
3

PAPIER- MACHE TEXTILES
2

COLLAGE

CLAY
6

WOOD FABRIC WEAVING CHARCOAL

PLASTER METAL

EMBOSSING FOILS

PRINTING
2

OIL PAINTS

MOD-ROC WIRE SCREEN PRINTING
2

EVERYTHING!

ADDITIONAL THOUGHTS:

Further suggestions that were made by staff include:

• A resource showing different artists
• A request for support with all the creative approaches at EYFS level inc. 3D modelling / clay.



TESTIMONIALS:

I'm a primary Maths specialist teacher, but maths isn't my only interest.
I'm very fond of being involved in teaching design & art, DT, music and science too.
It's great to get a chance to do this stuff … Opens my awareness of what's possible.

I really took away the importance of practice,
even with model making.

I benefted from the opportunity to generate ideas to inform future practice.

I enjoyed having a go at the activities that children will use …
I benefted from the practical nature, discussion with colleagues > sharing ideas.

The session was very good, informative and engaging.

I benefted from relaxing, being artistic (not what I usually do)
and getting ideas from class teachers re: art curriculum.

I was surprised by how easy using clay can be and different techniques.

Great, clear steps and good resources.

The team were really friendly and supportive
even though we weren't really sure what to do.

 I benefted from just having a dialogue around how we can incorporate 
different art techniques into the curriculum. I really enjoyed it.

It was really good to get all LEAP schools in
to see Art Hoppers work at Gayhurst!


